The Infrastructure Cadastre is key factor for economic growth and development of the country
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The Infrastructure Cadastre is sum of spatial data on qualitative and sustainable management with the space and key factor for economic growth and development of the country in its entirety.

The Real Estate Cadastre Agency took over the responsibility of the central institution responsible for establishing and maintaining the Infrastructure Cadastre and created standards for registration in the Infrastructure Cadastre which should be applied by other institutions as well.

The Real Estate Cadastre Agency:
- modified the legal regulation which will support the establishment, development, implementation and maintenance of the Infrastructure Cadastre;
- prepared the owners of the infrastructure facilities for cooperation in the process of establishment, development and implementation of the Infrastructure Cadastre;
- established information system connected with other systems, such as the Real Estate Cadastre, Price Register, etc.; the system provides database and supports business processes implemented in the Infrastructure Cadastre; the system also supports the realization of different services based on the Infrastructure Cadastre;
- commenced with educational campaigns for the owners of infrastructure facilities and citizens for the purpose of raising the public awareness of the importance of the infrastructure facilities and their registration in the Infrastructure Cadastre.

International good practices for underground/infrastructure cadastre

The registration of infrastructure facilities in the Infrastructure Cadastre provides:
- overall protection of the infrastructure from any damages;
- reduction of the cost from direct and indirect damages, infrastructure modernization as optimum maintenance thereof;
- security and safety in the course of the construction and reduction of the costs thereof.

The establishment of the Infrastructure Cadastre provides conducting of all transactions as purchase and sale, whereby the infrastructure facility is transferred from one to other owner, establishing mortgages which give possibility for the owners to provide additional means for other investments, lease of infrastructure facilities and other. All of this leads to progress on the market as well as growth and development of the economy.

The funds for this project is provided through - World Bank.
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